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ANNOTATION 

In this article, it is mentioned about the use of forms and methods of various practical activities 

on the provision of appropriate spiritual and legal education to citizens in the process of 

socialization of students, increasing its effectiveness, strengthening the process of providing 

appropriate spiritual and legal education to citizens, ensuring continuity of events held in their 

universities. In this regard, it is based on the purpose of organizing activities in cooperation 

with the family, neighborhood and youth committee. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Islam Karimov, the first president of the Republic of Uzbekistan, said, "Education is a product 

of consciousness, and at the same time, it is a factor that determines the level of consciousness 

and its development. Therefore, it is impossible to change the mind without changing the 

education system. In the process of socialization of students, we cannot build a free and 

prosperous society without changing their minds and thinking in the process of providing 

appropriate moral and legal education to citizens. Therefore, in the process of socialization of 

students, it is appropriate for the society to use various modern methods and forms to provide 

suitable spiritual and legal education to citizens based on today's requirements. 

In the process of socialization of students, the use of various forms and methods of practical 

activities in providing suitable spiritual and legal education to citizens, and the organization of 

events held in universities to strengthen the process of providing suitable spiritual and legal 

education to citizens through the use of continuous youth committee and family and 

neighborhood cooperation We believe that today is appropriate. 

In the course of the lesson, the implementation of educational activities with the help of 

pedagogical and practical methods is an integral part of the lesson. Just as a class cannot be 

held without a pedagogue and student, without a curriculum and plan, without pedagogical 

methods and methods, it is impossible to conduct a lesson suitable for moral and legal education 

of citizens. In the process of socialization of students, it is the activity of the student in regulated 

interaction with society, with friends and teachers in the environment, in providing appropriate 

moral and legal education to citizens. In the process of socialization, if the measures used in the 
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process of education are understood as the method of providing appropriate moral and legal 

education to citizens, then the method is the order of application of these educational methods. 

In the process of socialization of students, the process of organizing and implementing spiritual 

and legal educational activities suitable for citizens implies transfer, acceptance, 

understanding, memorization of educational information and the ability to apply the acquired 

knowledge and skills in practice. Providing appropriate moral and legal education to citizens in 

the educational process directly involves the organization of understanding of educational 

information and its logical assimilation. 

In the process of socialization of students, in addition to providing appropriate moral and legal 

education to citizens, there are methods of transferring moral and legal knowledge and turning 

it into skills, as well as methods of stimulating educational activities and basing duties and 

responsibilities on education. . In addition, there are methods of controlling the process of 

spiritual and legal education and managing the process of spiritual and legal education, without 

which education cannot be carried out. 

In the process of socialization of students, it is also very important to develop specific goals and 

tasks of determining the qualities of spiritual and intellectual development in the process of 

spiritual and legal education suitable for citizens. It envisages encouraging, correcting the 

achievements and shortcomings of students in the qualities of spiritual and intellectual 

formation, making appropriate corrections to improve the content of education, methods, 

methods and organizational forms. 

 In the process of socialization of students, the control and evaluation of the knowledge of 

spiritual and legal education suitable for citizens, mental maturity is considered an important 

issue at the state level, and the control and evaluation process has a great impact on the 

enrichment of the student's knowledge, their personality development and education. After all, 

it is necessary to always monitor the marks and grades given in the control of moral and legal 

knowledge, how they feel about the achievements and shortcomings of their peers in their 

studies, and to positively evaluate their activities.  

In general, in the process of socialization of students, the methods of moral and legal education 

suitable for citizens can be divided into two parts, namely: 

1. By providing appropriate moral and legal education to citizens in the process of socialization 

of students. 

2. In the process of socialization of students, by providing appropriate moral and legal education 

to citizens. 

In our opinion, these two processes differ from each other and are mainly focused on a single 

goal. In the process of socialization of students, in order to inculcate positive moral and legal 

behavior skills and competences in the methods of moral and legal education suitable for 

citizens, their life, place in society, interrelationship with the social environment, social norms 

and law It includes the process of educationally correct organization of their activities according 

to their requirements. 

In general, in the process of socialization of students, the technologies of providing moral and 

legal education suitable for citizens in order to form moral and ethical qualities in relation to 

the motherland, human relations in the environment, to their moral and legal consciousness, 

legal spirituality and culture, i.e. to their will means of influence. In any process, the methods 
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of providing moral and legal education to students are based on the purpose and content of 

moral and legal education, the protection of the moral and legal consciousness suitable for 

citizens in society, the rational use of the historical wealth of human ethics and their transfer 

to the next generation. in order to preserve it, it is aimed at educating a perfect human 

personality and also shows their participation in social activities. 

After all, under the influence of the methods and means of moral and legal education used by 

the educator, students may want to change their personality in the moral and legal 

consciousness and behavior. That is, as the age of students grows, their activity and 

independence in the process of spiritual and legal education increases, they acquire new 

spiritual and legal qualities under the guidance of teachers or educators and with their own 

initiatives, aspirations and desires. and perfect the process between spirituality and law. It can 

be seen from this that if students do not educate themselves based on moral and legal 

requirements, if they do not use the intellectual skills gained as a result of moral and legal 

knowledge, the intended result of moral and legal education cannot be achieved.  

Moral-legal educational methods can be divided into the following groups depending on their 

respective tasks: teaching moral-legal knowledge, persuasion, example, explanation and 

transmission. When using the teaching method, in order to form the relationship of students 

with the society, moral and legal moral qualities for the first time, to make them aware of the 

relationship between moral and legal relations, moral laws and other normative complying with 

the requirements of the documents includes the rational use of society's norms and assets of 

national value and moral and legal upbringing. Also, in the process of socialization of students, 

it may change depending on the age of students and the conditions of moral and legal education 

in order to teach citizens to provide suitable moral and legal education. So, the educator can 

give certain moral and legal assignments. It is clear from this that students can learn the 

necessary moral and legal rules of conduct during the performance of these assignments.  

The method of teaching, in any conditions, requires that the spiritual and legal education of the 

students is carried out in a close, interdependent manner and complement each other. The 

method of persuasion, in the process of socialization of students, in providing appropriate 

spiritual and legal education to citizens, by forming their moral and legal conscious worldview, 

in order to direct their beliefs to a specific goal, to their spiritual and legal education, feelings 

and will methods of lateral influence are included. Explaining and persuading that persuasion 

is important and valuable in terms of moral and legal education in the life of students, a story 

and conversation about deviation from the norm in society, moral and legal reading, showing 

an example forms and methods such as persuasion are widely used. After all, in the process of 

socialization of students, in the process of providing suitable moral and legal education to 

citizens, it is necessary to look at the moral and legal laws indicated by the teacher with mutual 

respect and fulfill their requirements, to have a reasonable attitude towards society's wealth, 

to use natural resources. and to observe the relevant moral and legal rules in their protection 

and to be cautious about it, to explain the greater use of Uzbek traditions in solving moral and 

legal problems will also give good results. 

In the process of socialization of students, it is of great importance to use the method of example 

and example in providing suitable moral and legal education to citizens. In the process of 

socialization of role models and exemplary students, the method of providing appropriate moral 
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and legal education to citizens is based on imitation in the life of students and the moral and 

legal behavior of others, the use of society and its resources, and following values. will consist 

of formation of legal consciousness. 

In the process of socialization of students in our life, they monitor the moral and legal conduct 

and conduct of the surrounding people, that is, they imitate them, but they imitate and accept 

that they are acceptable to them in the matter of prevention of problems and legal protection of 

society in the provision of appropriate spiritual and legal education to citizens. In the process 

of socialization of students, the process of giving the citizens the appropriate spiritual and legal 

education is formed so that as soon as the student goes to the University, he becomes a circle of 

young people who imitate and follow.  

The more socialization they become, the more they act, relying on their own legal treatment 

and attitude, spiritual and legal outlook, opinion, scientific view on the issues of adherence to 

the norms of society and its protection. 

In general, in the process of socialization of students, moral and legal education corresponding 

to citizens will be a good example for the idea of society, the rational use of strengthening 

positive cases in the consolidation of moral and legal laws and imitation in noble deeds. In the 

process of socialization of students in the method of explanation and awareness, the focus of 

attention of students and young people on the formation of conscious attitude to the spiritual 

and legal reality, their constitutional duty in the field of protection of society is mainly on 

providing information about the most important norms and laws in the spiritual and material 

life of In the process of socialization of students, Bunda imitates exemplary moral and legal 

rules, which are specified in the field of protection of society in the provision of appropriate 

spiritual and legal education to citizens, but if the norm, rules and requirements are clearly 

explained on the basis of examples and facts, they are clearly understood by the students, and 

this rule becomes their In the process of socialization of students through intimidation, new 

knowledge is always preserved in the minds of students in the provision of appropriate spiritual 

and legal education to citizens.A new spiritual and legal virtue acquired through intimidation 

can be based on the absorption into the minds of students and the provision of their awareness. 

The achievement of a certain positive result of persuasion in the process of carrying out spiritual 

and legal education is also a link to the student's spiritual and legal culture, level, knowledge 

and reputation. 

Therefore, in the process of moral and legal education of students, it is necessary to bring, prove 

and convince clear evidence of moral and legal trust in the spiritual and legal protection of 

society in the explanation of all legal virtues and advantages. In any case, in order to ensure 

the observance of moral and legal education, it is necessary to encourage students to preserve 

the wealth of society for the future generation, believing in their abilities, to prevent moral and 

legal problems, which will ensure a thorough understanding of the moral and legal qualities of 

students. In the process of socialization of students, it is necessary to comply with the essence 

of the moral and legal requirements imposed on them and the requirements of the legal norm 

or law at the level of the established requirement in order to give appropriate moral and legal 

education to citizens, and if they disobey and violate the established moral and legal 

requirements 
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In the process of socialization of students, a careless attitude towards those who violate the 

requirements for the provision of proper moral and legal education to citizens is detrimental to 

society, its norms, while this situation also has a great negative impact on the moral and legal 

activities of students and young people. If, in the process of giving moral and legal education, 

the student considers violations of the requirements of moral law by them and ignores it, the 

violation of the requirements of moral and legal law by the students, the rules of its protection, 

the rational use of the wealth of society will continue. 

Therefore, in the process of socialization of students, it is of great importance to give them the 

appropriate spiritual and legal education, to be extremely demanding towards them, to take 

care of them, to provide a way to protect the moral and legal environment and to solve the legal 

problems inherent in citizens, and to carry out all methods together. 

Below we offer some forms and methods of providing spiritual and legal education in 

educational institutions in the process of socialization of students. 

In addition to these, the following can be used and strengthened in the process of socialization 

of students to provide appropriate moral and legal education to citizens, and it can have a 

positive effect. The first survey was taken before the lectures of the "Fundamentals of State and 

Law" course, and the second survey was taken after the lectures of the course. The social 

research shows that according to the initial level of education of the students, it can be seen 

that after the lectures from the "Fundamentals of State and Law" course, the indicators of moral 

and legal knowledge and education level are much higher. 

Depending on the results of the work, in the process of socialization of students, the results of 

the questionnaire taken before and after the lecture helped us to determine the effectiveness of 

moral and legal education and training for citizens. At the same time, before starting the 

lecture, the initial level of moral and legal knowledge of the students was determined. 

Comparison of the obtained results and materials allows to increase the effectiveness of this 

course in the current academic year and to make clarifications and certain conclusions in the 

future work. In the process of socialization of students, it is important to use different forms 

and methods of education in providing suitable moral and legal education to citizens. 

A number of its unique forms are used to provide appropriate spiritual and legal education and 

training to citizens. These include lectures, discussions and practical exercises on moral and 

legal issues suitable for citizens, as well as independent studies, they are multifaceted 

directions and forms of higher education. 

The purpose of the above is to form deep theoretical knowledge in students, which regulates the 

moral and legal relations suitable for citizens in our society as an independent field of law. Also, 

in the process of socialization of students, short lectures are of great importance, as the main 

form of providing appropriate spiritual and legal education to citizens. 

Lectures are the main form of education in the process of socialization of students, which are 

conducted with students and young people in appropriate groups under the guidance of a 

teacher, aiming at a specific goal. The specific purpose, content, and size of a lecture lesson on 

the topic of spiritual and legal education suitable for citizens is determined based on 

educational standards (curriculum, program, textbook or manual). In the process of spiritual 

and legal education suitable for citizens, the lecture class is the main organizational form of 

educational work, and it is appropriate to follow the following in this process. 
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1.In the process of socialization of students, lectures are conducted in the classroom, at a 

specified time based on a specific lesson schedule, in order to provide suitable moral and legal 

education to citizens. 

2.The lecture class is conducted under the guidance of an experienced teacher in the form of 

working with the whole group and individual students. 

3. In a lecture class aimed at moral and legal education suitable for citizens, it is conducted on 

the basis of various methods and tools depending on the nature of the subject, the content of 

the materials being taught, and is one of the moral and legal education system. It provides 

complete knowledge as part of it and creates the ground for acquiring further spiritual and legal 

knowledge. 

The discussion class is an active work of the student team, and its main task is to help citizens 

understand the theoretical issues of spiritual and legal education, to connect practical work 

with moral and legal norms, to analyze and summarize the topic and some questions. and 

teaches to draw conclusions. Also, in the process of socialization of students, in the process of 

providing suitable spiritual and legal education to citizens, they develop the skills of conducting 

scientific debates and debates, and improve the skills of oral speech and engagement. It is 

advisable for students to have a separate notebook for working with additional moral and legal 

literature, the code and other sources of legal law during debate sessions, which will help them 

to strengthen their moral and legal knowledge. In the process of socialization of students, 

independent work on oneself gives good results in providing suitable moral and legal education 

to citizens. 

It is carried out by students and young people to independently study the relevant questions 

defined in the moral-legal methodical materials, to acquire the necessary legal information, to 

develop the creative abilities of students, and to independently analyze the subject of the 

studied moral-legal education. refers to the formation of communication skills. In the process 

of socialization of students, in the process of independent work in providing appropriate 

spiritual and legal education to citizens, students separately study the questions that are 

reflected in the lecture, to have a general idea about the questions that make up their content. 

it will be necessary to start preparing for the upcoming training class by familiarizing with the 

recommended spiritual and legal literature. Currently, in the process of socialization of 

students, it is important to use a number of new modern methods to provide suitable moral and 

legal education to citizens.  

The first method is the information-virtual method. The application of this method in the 

process of socialization of students in providing suitable spiritual and legal education to 

citizens, the Law "On Education" adopted on September 23, 2020 after the reform in the 

Republic of Uzbekistan and its purpose and Based on its tasks, it strengthens the independent 

acquisition of moral-legal knowledge for students in the moral-legal field.  

In the process of socialization of students, created on modern computers, in the process of 

providing suitable spiritual and legal education to citizens, the effects of viewing and repeating 

educational training works-virtual stands at convenient and necessary times for the society and 

the spiritual consciousness of a person. they will have opportunities such as learning and 

analysis.  
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The second method is the interactive method. Today, in the process of socialization of students, 

the use of this interactive method, which is part of the non-traditional teaching method, will 

greatly help to increase the efficiency of the teaching process. In the process of socialization of 

students, in the process of spiritual and legal education suitable for citizens, in order to study 

this topic more widely, they can give several assignments as homework.  

Third, in the process of socialization of students in the new pedagogical information method, it 

will be necessary to conduct a broader and more interesting process of providing citizens with 

moral and legal education.  

For this, in the process of socialization of students, in the process of providing suitable spiritual 

and legal education to citizens, the following order of providing spiritual and legal education on 

the basis of new pedagogical technologies can be recommended: development of general goals 

of spiritual and legal education ; classification of moral and legal educational goals and their 

division into modules; expressing the goals of moral and legal education in the form of control; 

to determine the means and methods of achieving educational goals of spiritual and legal 

education; assessment of achieved moral and legal educational goals, etc. In conclusion, it can 

be said that in the process of socialization of students, the use of various event forms and 

methods is of great importance in providing appropriate moral and legal education to citizens.  

We believe that conducting spiritual and legal training events will allow to increase its 

effectiveness, strengthen legal activities and improve them based on modern requirements. 
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